“Anti” Core Training
The purpose of the core is to protect the spine during movement and resist forces. This can be trained
through anti-extension, anti-rotation and anti-lateral flexion exercises. Not only should the core be able
to resist forces but also produce force, like in sport – throwing a pitch, hitting a puck, swinging a golf club
and as well as in daily activities – shovelling snow, picking up a child.

Let’s break down each ‘anti’ concept:
Anti-extension - actively resisting extension at the lumbar spine (lower back). Preventing the spine from
“extending” backwards, or arching.
Anti-rotation - actively resisting rotation or twisting of the spine; stopping torso from rotation. Staying
aligned and stable as you resist an outside force that is attempting to pull you out of position.
Anti-lateral flexion - actively resisting lateral flexion (sideways bending) at the spine/torso

Certain exercises may fall into two of these categories simultaneously.
Pretty straight forward right? You simply want to train your core to resist forces to be able to produce
force safely. When the core is not stable or strong and force is applied, that is where injury to muscles
and/or the spine can occur. Think of shovelling snow. Many people get a sore lower back or injured
because they simply don’t have the functional core strength or endurance to perform the movement
correctly, and thus end up compensating in some way to get it done.
Try adding these 3 exercises into your fitness regime to help build a strong, durable core that can resist
force and produce it safely when you need it.

• Anti-extension
• Anti-rotation
• Anti-lateral flexion
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Anti-Extension:
Dead bug

Anti-Lateral Flexion:
Side Plank

Keys to Success:
• Lay on your side with your forearm flat on the floor, bottom elbow lined up directly under your shoulder
• Both legs extended, with feet staggered (top foot in front).
• Lift hips off the floor, forming a straight line from your head to your feet
• Top hand can be on side of hip (easier) or reaching up to the ceiling (harder)
• Don’t let hips sag – push hips up and forward
• Regression: start with both knees bent, feet 90 degrees behind you; lift and hold.
Aim for 15-30 seconds per side, for 3-4 sets.

Anti-Rotation:
Tall Kneeling Pallof Press

Keys to Success:
• On two knees, assume a pistol grip on a resistance band or cable machine attachment
• Position yourself slightly in front of the anchor point of cable or resistance band with hands at sternum
• Make sure posture is upright and tall – ribcage down, shoulders relaxed
• Push hands directly away from ribcage and slowly return to the starting position
Hold for time, 8-10 seconds, for 5 reps or aim for 8-12 reps per side, for 3-4 sets.
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